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1: Centering prayer - Wikipedia
Perceiving nondual awareness through the Christian contemplative method called Centering Prayer--an in-depth
introduction to theory and practice by the best-selling author The Wisdom Jesus and The Meaning of Mary Magdalene.

Twitter Teaching Centering Prayer: Grandma and Grandpa sit for hours on the porch in silent communication
watching the leaves fall, the squirrels play, and the sun set. No words are necessary. They bask in the sure,
steady flow of their love for each other. He holds her until she falls asleep. Their love is expressed and
strengthened by their presence to each other. This same nonverbal love that human beings experience is the
core of the prayer of the heart or centering prayer. Centering prayer is basically loving attention to God
dwelling within us. It has its roots in the prayer tradition of the Church Fathers and Desert Fathers and
incorporates the prayer techniques of the Eastern Church. I believe that we should teach our students this
simple form of prayer. Some may already be practicing it, but not identifying it as centering prayer. Others
might be drawn to centering prayer if they only knew about it. Following is a lesson plan to introduce junior
high students to centering prayer. In the lesson, they read a playlet at the end of this article that explains
centering prayer. Then, guided by the catechist, they pray for about ten minutes and reflect on their
experience. Materials needed are copies of the playlet for the students; this scripture verse written on the board
or a large poster: How to Proceed On the board write person, place, and thing. Tell the students that though
God is everywhere, we are sometimes most conscious of him in a certain person, place, or thing. Ask the
students to recall a time when they felt very close to God. After a few minutes, invite them to share their
experiences. Point out that we know that God is within us from scripture, John Explain that it is logical that
the easiest way to get in touch with God would be to find him in ourselves. There is a form of prayer called
centering prayer in which we do just that. It is quite different from the prayers we usually say. Now follow
these steps to prepare your class for doing centering prayer. Long ago in France, St. John Vianney, the Cure of
Ars, noticed that an old man spent hours in the parish church. The peasant would sit motionless, doing
nothing. Finally one day the priest asked him: What are you doing when you sit here? Call on volunteers to
take the five parts in the play. Instruct the class to listen for aspects of the prayer that appeal to them. Elaborate
on each one with the help of the following comments: The best posture is upright in a straight-backed chair so
your head is well supported by your spine. To relax, you might try breathing slowly three times: Move
towards God with you. Think only of God who is living deep within you and ponder his love for you. Be
present to God Let his overwhelming love and goodness attract you. Respond with a prayer word or phrase.
Attend to God and enjoy his presence. When you know you are aware of things other than God, use your
prayer word to bring you back. Let God take care of that. Just focus on giving your loving attention. Use the
Our Father of orther prayer to make the transition out of centering prayer. Notice the scripture quotation on the
board: Sit straight and still. Close your eyes and think only of God dwelling deep within you. Think of his
great love for you. In these next few minutes I want to remember that I am all yours. Let me come into your
presence. Draw me to yourself, Jesus. Stay with Jesus who loves you. Allow five or ten minutes of this quiet
time. Now pray the Our Father silently and slowly. Follow-Up Activities Invite the students to write their
responses to the experience of centering prayer. Did they like it? What did they feel like? Then let some
students respond orally if they choose to. Explain to the students that if they practice centering prayer every
day, even for only five minutes, they will appreciate it more and more and miss it when they skip it. Have
them decide on a time and place when they personally will do centering prayer. Ask how many would like to
do it in religion class again. Have the students make a prayer card with their prayer word as a reminder to
practice centering prayer. Distribute the index cards and have the students fold them so that they stand. Have
them choose a prayer word and with pencil design it in large letters on the front of the card. Instruct them to
color in the letters heavily with crayons and then paint over the entire surface of the card with black or blue
tempera. The paint will adhere to the background completely, but leave only streaks on the letters. Encourage
the students to keep their cards in an easy-to-see place in their rooms at home. Prayer of the Heart: A Short
Play Background: Father Jim took the officers of St. After a day of brainstorming and swimming in the lake,
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the group sat on the beach and began to talk. I feel really close to God here. Closer than when I pray my night
prayers or the rosary. Is there a St. Centering prayer is an ancient form of prayer that is becoming popular
again. It takes its name from the fact that in doing it, you center all your thoughts and feelings on God, who
lives in the center of your being. Tim How do you do that? Father Do you really want o know? The first step is
to quiet down, close your eyes, and think of God within you. You empty your mind of all other thoughts,
feelings, and pictures. Tim That ought to be easy for Gina. I want to hear this. Father As I was saying, you
think of God, believe in him and love him. You ask God to let you experience his presence, love and care.
Paul How long does this take? Father Just about a minute. You use a prayer word or phrase to keep your mind
on Jesus. You can probably think of one yourself. You say it whenever other things come into your mind. It
will bring your thoughts back to Jesus. Father No, you just give God loving attention and let him surround you
with the ocean of his infinite love. Gina That sounds beautiful. It is so beautiful that you should end this prayer
gradually, perhaps by praying a prayer like the Our Father slowly. It sounds like the deep stuff the gurus are
into. The father is so happy that the child loves him that it makes no difference if the child says nothing or
even falls asleep. Paul Giving yourself to him. Father Good idea, Tim.
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2: The Heart of Centering Prayer: Nondual Christianity in Theory and Practice by Cynthia Bourgeault
The Heart of Centering Prayer Cynthia Bourgeault, an Episcopal priest and faculty member of the Living School, reflects
on her new book, The Heart of Centering Prayer: Nondual Christianity in Theory and Practice.

Rather, Bourgeault is onto something far subtler: A way of seeing the world through the heart. It contains all
of her trademark insight from years of sustained contemplative practices, careful intellectual work straddling
esoteric and mainstream realms, and fruitful, creative engagement with specific mystical sources. This one,
though, is something special. It strikes upon a profound synthesis between practice and teaching, and as such,
deserves a wide audience of both seasoned, would-be, or those simply curious about, contemplatives. The
book is broken into three main sections: Part Three is a commentary on eighteen chapters of the anonymous
mystical classic The Cloud of Unknowing. The result is astounding: In grounding Centering Prayer practice so
thoroughly in Christian mystical tradition, Bourgeault clarifies and strengthens the unique gift that Centering
Prayer has to offer to the world. Yet the path of Christian nondual awareness has been there all along,
Bourgeault thinks, as nothing less than a mode of holistic or, better yet, holographic heart perception. What
practitioners of Centering Prayer are doing, she writes, is entraining their physical and spiritual
heartsâ€”which are one, after allâ€” to dwell and love from a different degree of awareness. This space of
consciousness lies beyond subject and object, all thoughts, all emotional drama, in what can be called
objectless awareness. As one subheading says: Yet all the energy of consciousness in such meditation styles
remains in the head. As Beatrice Bruteau puts it: The brilliance of this book is that it refuses to be read as
straight theology or solely for intellectual interest. Rather, the book itself is an explicit invitation for the reader
to pray. Without a personal commitment to starting or deepening a practice of centering prayer, I doubt the
book will be of interest. But for those willing to dive into these transformational waters, what a ride! The work
itself is one of those spiritual diamonds that only emerges from a fusion of prayer, study, and sustained inner
attention. As such, the book connects to the reader best through prayer-based somatic awareness rather than
typical information consumption. Bourgeault does a masterful job of explaining what it is to pray, and be,
from the heart.
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3: The Heart of Centering Prayer (Audiobook) by Cynthia Bourgeault | www.enganchecubano.com
The Heart of Centering Prayer A Christian Contemplative Practice By Cynthia Bourgeault. Cynthia Bourgeault is leading
an upcoming retreat at the Garrison Institute entitled "Centering Prayer and Nondual Awakening" on March 24 - 29,

The earliest Christian writings that clearly speak of contemplative prayer come from the 4th-century monk St.
John Cassian , who wrote of a practice he learned from the Desert Fathers specifically from Isaac. During the
16th century, Carmelite saints Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross wrote and taught about advanced
Christian prayer , which was given the name infused contemplation. The 20th century Trappist monk and
writer Thomas Merton was influenced by Buddhist meditation, particularly as found in Zen. He was a lifetime
friend of Buddhist meditation master and Vietnamese monk and peace activist Thich Nhat Hanh , praised
Chogyam Trungpa who founded Shambhala Buddhism in the United States and was also an acquaintance of
the current Dalai Lama. His theology attempted to unify existentialism with the tenets of the Roman Catholic
faith. Development[ edit ] Cistercian monk Father Thomas Keating , a founder of Centering Prayer, was abbot
all through the 60s and 70s at St. This area is thick with religious retreat centres, including the well-known
Theravada Buddhist centre, Insight Meditation Society. Keating tells of meeting many young people, some
who stumbled on St. He found many of them had no knowledge of the contemplative traditions within
Christianity and set out to present those practices in a more accessible way. The result was the practice now
called Centering Prayer. Basil Pennington suggests these steps for practicing Centering Prayer: Be in love and
faith to God. Whenever you become aware of anything thoughts, feelings, perceptions, images, associations,
etc. Keating writes, The method consists in letting go of every kind of thought during prayer, even the most
devout thoughts. Thus, rather than being a tool to quiet the mind, consent to the presence and action of God
within and "just be" with God, it can become too prevalent during the practice of Centering Prayer. Reception[
edit ] From Eastern Orthodoxy[ edit ] Orthodox Christian authorities argue that there is a gulf between the
Jesus Prayer and non-Christian meditation techniques. From other Catholics[ edit ] Critics note that traditional
prayers such as the Holy Rosary and Lectio Divina engage the heart and mind with Sacred Scripture, while
Centering Prayer is "devoid of content". Contemplative Outreach, which was founded by Fr. Keating and
others to promote Centering Prayer, denies that this letter applies to Centering Prayer and states that Centering
Prayer is connected to the Holy Spirit. Keating and his colleagues and specific criticisms made by the CDF.
Pope Francis has not commented on Centering Prayer directly but has spoken very highly of Thomas Merton.
Thomas Merton described contemplative prayer as prayer "centered entirely on the presence of God. Congress
in September and encouraged sowing dialogue and peace in "the contemplative style of Thomas Merton.
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4: | Contemplative Outreach Ltd.
The Heart of Centering Prayer: Christian Nonduality in Theory and Practice In this day of reflection, Rev. Bourgeault
opens new ground with The Cloud of Unknowing by proposing that its anonymous.

Both my introduction to this Christian contemplative practice and my reintroduction I owe to Cynthia
Bourgeault. Burgeault is a master at clearly interpreting and communicating some difficult stuff. During those
years, Centering Prayer has continued to be the mainstay of my spiritual practice, and my thinking on it has
continued to evolve. I have been at it much less in duration, just short of three years, but I too have noticed
that my thinking has continued to evolve. Along the way, I will share some of my evolution in this review.
The Heart of Centering Prayer discusses both theory and practice and is nicely divided into three parts: The
Way of the Heart Nonduality will be discussed. Let me share five key takeaways from this wonderful book.
No experience and no experiencer. I enter them during my silent sit. Sometimes they are short. Other times
they are longer in duration. I seem to emerge from my sit a new creation. I arise from my sit calm, peaceful,
energized and excited to live life. I find I am very productive after my sit. I often discover solutions to
problems that seemed to previously elude and hide from me. And that is fundamentally what is meant by
nondual consciousness. It is a new operating system. I can access it by the entry into Centering Prayer. I do
not need to split the field so to speak. I am more present. I see things I did not notice before. I enjoy life and
better accept my present circumstances and surroundings. I am more alive. When I am worried, I can let it go.
When I am anxious, I can let it go. When I receive an abundance, I can share it. I am not my job title, or other
accomplishments. If I can let go of all of these things, I will truly have the kingdom. But it does need to be
purified, as Jesus himself observed. As I purify my heart I begin to see God! I put on the mind of Christ. I
become a walking Jesus who is inclusive and full of compassion and empathy. I will admit that I am work in
progress! That is why I return each day to my Centering Prayer practice. One day I suddenly realized that the
God story was the sideshow and the letting go was the main event. I now know that this is no longer true. I do
not need to be filled with God. God never stopped being in me. I now realize that this is a place I come from.
Centering prayer teaches me who I am. I am unconditionally loved by the Divine! Centering prayer teaches
me how to live. It is a marathon. It has transformed me!
5: Introduction to Centering Prayer Sep-Dec | Praying From The Heart
The Heart of Centering Prayer (audio teaching by Cynthia) The following audio teaching was recorded at an event
presented by the Cathedral of St. Philip and Contemplative Outreach Atlanta, on March 17,

6: The Heart Of Centering Prayer : Cynthia Bourgeault :
About The Heart of Centering Prayer. Centering Prayer is the path to a wonderful and radical new way of seeing the
world. It is not, as is sometimes thought, simply an act of devotional piety, nor is it a Christianized form of other
meditation methods.

7: The Heart Of Centering Prayer - Cynthia Bourgeault - Download Free ebook
I happened to pick up The Heart of Centering Prayer last fall, and came upon the passage where she explained that, if
one is intent on opening to God's Presence and Action, there is no need for the sacred word.

8: Book Review: The Heart of Centering Prayer, by Cynthia Bourgeault | ordinary-mystic
Centering Prayer is the path to a wonderful and radical new way of seeing the world. It is not, as is sometimes thought,
simply an act of devotional piety, nor is it a Christianized form of other meditation methods.
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9: The Heart of Centering Prayer - Center for Action and Contemplation
In this part Rev. Bourgeault defines contemplation in the conversation between Keating's centering prayer and The
Cloud of Unknowing in part as resting in God or apophatic practice. Category Education.
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